INTRODUCTION
In this paper we shall analyze the discontinuous Galerkin method for the discretization in time t of the parabolic type problem y t + Ay = ƒ for t > 0 ,
where y is a function of t with values in a Hubert space H, y t dénotes the deri» vative of y, A is a self-adjoint, positive definite, linear operator on H (independent of t) 9 and y 0 and ƒ = f(t) are given data. We shall assume that H is real and separable, and that A is densely defîned on H and has a compact inverse A' 1 .
As an example of a problem of the given form we shall consider the initial boundary-value problem u t -Au = f in Q, t ï? 0 u = 0 on 3O, t 2* 0 (1.2) u = v for t = 0, where Q is a bounded domain in R d with smooth boundary dQ, H = L 2 {Q), and A is the operator -À defined for functions which are twice differentiable in L 2 (Q) and vanish on dQ. Ultimately, we are interested in a complete discretization of this problem and shall therefore be concerned mainly with the corresponding semi-discrete problem which is also of the form (1.1). In fact, if we discretize (1.2) with respect to the space variables using the standard Galerkin flnite element method we are left with the problem to find u h (t) e S h such that K» X) + (Vw", Vx) = ( ƒ x) for % e S h , The method we shall analyze for the discretization of (1.1) is the following : Let { t n }^ be real numbers with t 0 = 0 and t n < t n+1 for n ^ 0, set I n = (t n , t n+1 ], and dénote by Sf n the set of polynomials of degree less than q on I n with values in H. Given y 0 and ƒ = ƒ 
) is the inner product in H, Y* is the limit of Y(s) at t n from above, and Y n -Y{t n ). Note that no continuity of Y(s) is required at the nodes t n .
As we shall see below, (1.4) admits a unique solution so that the discrete problem is well posed. In order to describe our results we define a family of norms associated with the operator A, namely / oo \l/2 IMI S = II v\\ s , A = ( E Xf(v 9 «p/J , where {Xj}f and { cp" }5° are the positive eigenvalues and corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors of A, respectively. We note, in particular, that II • IIo = II • II = (•> -) 1/2 is the norm in H. Also, let k n = t n+l -t n be the length of the interval l n and set k = max k n .
n We begin our analysis by considering the case of the homogeneous équation. Our first result (Theorem 1) states that for " smooth " initial data y ö we have
|| Y(t)-y(t)\\ ^Ck*\\y o \\ q for t > 0 9
where C only dépends on q. We then dérive a more précise estimate for the error at the nodal points, namely (Theorem 2) where, again, C only dépends on q. For the case of " non-smooth " initial data we show (Theorem 3) that at a fixed positive time t the rate of convergence is of the same order as above for arbitrary y 0 in H or, more precisely, that 
where C now dépends on q and on max &"_ x /fc n . Finally, we shail consider in some detail an application of our time discretization scheme (1.4) to the semi-discrete problem (1.3), thus combining the discontinuous Galerkin method in time with the standard Galerkin fïnite element method in the space variables into a completely discrete scheme for the parabolic problem (1.2). Assuming that the order of accuracy in the discretization in the space variables is 0(h r ) we shall then be able to dérive various estimâtes of order 0(k^ + h r ) and, at the nodal points t n , 0(k 2q~1 + h r )
or 0{ k q+1 log r + h r J for the fully discrete scheme. For example, in the case q = 2 we shall conclude that for a suitable choice of discrete initial data v h we have for the completely discrete solution U that
where || . || is the L 2 (O)-norm. In these applications it is essential that our previous error estimâtes hold with constants independent of the spécifie Hubert space used. The virtues of the discontinuous Galerkin method are, in particular, the following : High order almost optimal error estimâtes can be proved under gênerai hypothesis such as, for instance, variable time steps and variable coefficients. This is accomplished basically by exploiting the fact that the discontinuous Galerkin method admits a variational formulation which makes duality arguments applicable, together with the very good stability properties of the method. Previous error estimâtes for parabolic problems have generally been restricted to particular methods such as the backward Euler and Crank-Nicolson methods, under gênerai assumptions on time steps and coefficients, or higher order methods such as subdiagonal Padé methods under assumptions of constant time steps and coefficients, using spectral représentations. The almost optimal error estimâtes for the discontinuous Galerkin method may be taken as a basis for rational methods for automatic time step control Further, the discontinuous Galerkin method can be naturally extended to nonlinear parabolic problems. A first step towards an error analysis in this case is taken in Johnson [4] where the discontinuous Galerkin method for stuf ordinary differential équations is analyzed and automatic time step control is discussed.
In the present note we treat for simplicity only the case of constant coefficients ; the case of variable coefficients and extensions to nonlinear parabolic problems will be considered in subséquent work.
The discontinuous Galerkin method (1.4) was first analyzed for linear non-stiff ordinary differential équations by Delfour, Hager, and Trochu [2] who proved nodal convergence of order O^2*" 1 ), and for linear parabolic problems by Jamet [3] who proved 0(£*)-results. For q = 1 (piecewise constants), the scheme (1.4) is the same as the variant of the backward Euler method analyzed earlier by Luskin and Rannacher [5] by techniques similar to those used here. For the homogeneous équation the discontinuous Galerkin method coincides at the nodal points with the subdiagonal Padé scheme of order (q, q -1). For an analysis of such schemes and further références to finite différence methods for (1.1) we refer to Baker, Bramble and Thomée [1] . 
Together these estimâtes thus complete the proof of the lemma. Our next result concerns the inhomogeneous équation. which is an alternative and sometimes more useful estimate for y. We have not yet verified that the discrete problem is well-posed, that is, that (1.4) admits a unique solution y G £f n for n ^ 0. In order to do so, we fix an orthonormal basis {pj }\ for the polynomials of degree less than q 
where c is a positive constant, |[.]| dénotes the norm in ff, and the last step foliows by the orthonormality of {pj }\. This shows that M is one-to-one, but also that the adjoint M* of M is one-to-one. Hence we conclude that the range of M is dense in H, and to complete the argument we just note that the range of M is also closed. This follows easily from the two facts that M is closed, since A is closed, and the inverse of M continuous, which is obvious by above. We have thus shown that if Y n and ƒ = f{t) belongs to H and L^I^ H), respectively, then (1. In particular, for q = 1 (piecewise constants in i) we obtain for the détermina-tion of
which is a version of the backward Euler method (cf. [5] ) and reduces to the standard such method if the intégral is evaluated by the quadrature rule k n f(t n+ i). For q = 2 (piecewise linears in t) we find
from which f 0 , f 2 and 7(r) are easily determined. Note, in particular, that for the homogeneous équation we then have by a simple calculation
Here we recognize r 2 i(^) as the subdiagonal Padé approximant of e % of order (2, 1).
In gênerai, solving the system (2.2) we find Yj as a linear combination of rational functions of k n A acting on the right hand side of (2.2), and, in particular, for the homogeneous équation we have Y n+1 =Z j=o where, by Cramer's rule, r(k) has numerator and denominator of degree at most q -1 and q, respectively.
We conclude this section by introducing some notation which will be useful in our subséquent analysis. Assuming that we are interested in the solution of (1.1) on the interval (0, t *) and, in particular, at t -t *, we shall use parti- In our analysis we shall also consider the " backward" homogeneous problem
It is clear from the latter représentation of B(., .) that the associated discrete problem, analogous to (1.4), is to find Ze ^ such that
and that results obtained for the forward problem will have counterparts for the backward problem. In particular, the latter problem is well-posed.
ENERGY ESTIMATES
Our error analysis below will rely on the following lemma which contains the technical energy estimâtes needed. are in LJJ^ H) and such that p n+1 = p(t n+1 ) = 0, let 9" € H, and assume that 9 e £f n satisfies f (6, + A0, V)ds + (9"\ F" + ) = (9 n5 F n + ) + f (p, V t » AV) ds Before we begin the error analysis of our method we state a lemma which describes the approximation properties of interpolating polynomials in £f n .
LEMMA 5 : Let Y eS? n be the interpolant of the solution y of (2.1) (or (1.1) 
In
Proof : These results follow easily with the aid of the Lagrange interpolation formula, after transformation to the unit interval.
ERROR ESTIMATES
Below we shall dérive various estimâtes for the error e = Y -y. For this purpose we write the error, with Y the interpolant defined in Lemma 5, as so that p satisfies the estimâtes of Lemma 5, and G belongs to Sf n for n > 0. Including, for the purpose of later use, the case of the non-homogeneous équa-tion, we find by our définitions that for V e £f n , f (6, + AQ, V)ds + (0"\ F" where we have used the fact that p" = p n+1 = 0 by the définition of Y. This équation is of the form used in Lemma 3.
We are now ready for our first error estimate in which we consider the homogeneous équation.
THEOREM 1 : Let y and Y be the solutions of (2.1) and (3.8), respectively. Then
where C is a constant only depending on q.
Proof : By Lemmas 1 and 4 the result holds for / = 0. We shall show that it holds for / = q which then yields the result lor genera! / by interpolation. With f and p = Y -y as above we have by Lemma 5 for t e ƒ", f oe sup ii y«> ii < oe \\ y 0 \\ q .
It remains to estimate Q = Y -Y and we begin by doing so at the nodal points. Let thus t N be a nodal point, let cp e H be arbitrary, and let Zeŝ olve the backward homogeneous problem with Z£ = cp, so that
Setting V = 0 we obtain, using (2.3) and (2.4), that and using the already proven estimate for 9 n and Lemmas 5 and 1 we conclude f ii e, ii ds < a* | ii y 0 \\ q + sup(ii y«> ii + ii y*-" nj j < a* n ^0 ll tf , which complètes the proof. We shall now show that superconvergence occurs at the nodal points and that the order of convergence there is 
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Proof : As in the proof of Theorem 1 it suffices to consider the extremal case / = 2 q -1, since the genera! case then foliows by the stability and interpolation. As above, let cp e H be arbitrary and let z be the solution of the backward homogeneous problem with z{t N ) = (p, and let Z be the solution of the corresponding discrete problem. Then with Y as in Lemma 5 and p-f -y, e = Y -y and r| = Z -z we have Recall that the step from Y" to Y n+X for the homogeneous problem corresponds to applying the operator r(k n A) where r is a rational function with numerator and denominator of degree q -1 and q, respectively. Since the only such function of accuracy of order 2 q -1 is the corresponding Padé approximant we conclude from Theorem 2 that, with a uniform partition in t, the present method reduces at the nodal points to the (q, q -l)-subdiagonal Padé scheme.
(e N , cp) = B(e, z) = B(e, z -Z) = B(Y -y,z -Z)
We shall now show that non-smooth data estimâtes are valid for the present situation, that is, for fixed positive time t we have the same order of convergence as above for arbitrary initial data in H. which complètes the proof of (4.5) at t = t N . In order to prove (4.5) for gênerai t we first observe that the result follows at once on 1 0 by stability since kt' 1 ^ 1 there, and note then that for t e l n with n ^ 1 we have since k n _ 1 This complètes the proof of (4.5).
We now turn to the itération argument for the proof of (4.3). By stability we may restrict the considération to t ^ ck for c an arbitrary fixed positive constant. Let S(t) be the solution operator of the continuons hornogcncous problem, and let S k (t, t t ) be the corresponding discrete solution operator starting at t t . Set E k (t, t ( The first assertion (4.3) of the theorem now follows in the obvious way by repeated application. The proof of (4.4) is analogous.
) = S(t -t t ) -S k (t, t t ) and let t M be a nodal point such that | t M -t/2 | < k/2. We have the identity
We shall now turn to the non-homogeneous équation and prove first the following estimâtes. by which, again, the conclusion follows by Lemma 2. This complètes the proof.
In the second estimate of Theorem 4 we require, in particular, that ƒ {q) is in the domain of définition of A q~1 on (0, t N ), In order to apply this result to the case when A = -A with zero boundary conditions imposed, as in our introductory example, we thus have to require not only that ƒ has a certain degree of smoothness but also that A j f vanishes on the boundary for 0 < j ^ q -2 and t positive. In the following theorem we avoid such artificial boundary conditions on ƒ and yet obtain a higher rate of convergence at the nodal points than can be naturally expected. In particular, for q = 2 (piecewise linears) we obtain (essentially) the same rate of convergence as in Theorem 4. Assuming this for a moment, and, using also that k n ^ yk n -x and choosing t m for the backward homogeneous continuous problem (2.5). In Johnson [4] an estimate of the form (4.10) is suggested as a basis for rational methods for automatic time step control.
APPLICATIONS
In this section we shall apply our discontinuous Galerkin method to the parabolic problem (1.2). In doing so we shall combine our time discretization procedure (1.4) with the standard Galerkin semi-discretization of (1.2) with respect to the space variables to obtain a completely discrete scheme for this problem and give the corresponding error estimâtes.
Considered as an operator on the Hilbert space L 2 (Q) with domain of défini-tion H 2 (Q) n HQ (Q), the operator -A is selfadjoint and positive defmite and admits a compact inverse T = (-A)"
1 . We may thus apply our time discretization procedure (1.4) to (1.2) with H = L 2 (Q) and A = -A. It is then natural to adapt the notation to the fact that A is of second order in the space variables and, with || . || and (., .) the norm and inner product in L 2 (Q), and { Xj }f and {cpj}5° the eigenvalues and corresponding orthonormal eigenfunctions of -A with zero boundary values, set On each time interval /", however, the discrete solution ü is now determined by a System of partial differential équations, which then in practice has to be discretized in the space variables. In our discussion below we shall assume instead that we have first discretized (1.2) with respect to the space variables, and then apply our method of time discretization to obtain a fully discrete scheme for (1.2).
More precisely, let { S ft } 0<h^1 be a family of finite dimensional spaces convol. 19, 11° 4,1985 tained in HQ (Q) such that, for some integer r ^ 2, for \|/e/f s (Q) n if o 1 (Q), l^s^r, and consider the semi-discrete problem (1.3) or 3 equivalently, as described in Section 1,
For this problem we quote the error estimâtes (cf. e.g. [6] )
and, in the case of the homogeneous équation, The theorems of Section 4 now give estimâtes for U -u h in terms of A: and the data v h and P o ƒ of the semi-discrete problem, with constants independent of h, and with the data measured in norms associated with the operator A h and denoted below by We shall now prove such an error estiniate for more natura! choices of discrete initial data. For our analysis we introducé the discrete solution operator T h = (-AJ" 1 P o : L 2 (O) -> S h of the associated elliptic problem, and recall that the standard error estimate for this problem may be expressed as
|| (T"-T)f\\ < OE || ƒ || H ,-2(n) . (5.7)
We then have the following. 2q , and II % h+u < k~J IMIr for 0 < j < « -1.
Let E(t) be the error operator defined by E{t) v = U(i) -u{t) where U and u are the solutions of (5.4) and (1.2) with ƒ = 0 and v h = P o v, By the stability of E(t) we have at once that
In order to bound E(t) v k we shall use the identity <C{A-||i;|| r + fc«||i;|| 2fl } for t^O.
Together our estimâtes prove the fïrst part of the theorem. The error bound at the nodal points follows similarly, using (5.6) instead of (5.5).
We shall now consider the case of non-smooth initial data.
THEOREM 7 : Let u be the solution of (1.2) and U that of (5. 
(Q).
Proof : The proof follows at once by (5.3) (with j = r) and Theorem 3, since clearly || P o v\\ ^ || v ||.
Finally, we shall briefly consider the case of the non-homogeneous équation. We first prove a uniform error bound in t assuming that the solution is appropriately smooth for t ^ 0. Remark : Note that the functions u U) (0) needed for the détermination of the quasi-projection v h in the theorem may be computed from the data v and ƒ of the original problem by means of the differential équation.
In order to apply the second estimate of Theorem 4 to obtain a more précise error estimate at the nodal points, we would need f Jo to be bounded, independently of h, which is not the case in gênerai unless A J / {q) vanishes on d£l for t positive and 0 ^ j < q -2. Alternatively, we may apply Theorem 5 for which no such boundary conditions for ƒ are needed. For q ^ 2 and under the appropriate assumptions we then obtain an error bound of order 01 kf* ' 1 log j-H-h r | at the nodai points. To illustrate this in more précise terms we consider the case q = 2 (piecewise linears in t) for which Theorem 5 yields essentially the same high order rate of convergence as does Theorem 4 for compatible data ƒ Proof : We observe that since u t (0) = Av + /(O) our choice of discrete initial data is precisely the quasi-projection defined in Theorem 8, with q = 2. The result therefore follows from Theorem 5 and (5.2) by the same arguments as above.
